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Dear [insert name of publisher's rights manager or similar], 
 
I am a contributing author to one of your journals, and am writing to request permission 
to deposit the full text of the article(s) listed below into ScholarWorks@UMass Amherst, 
the University of Massachusetts Amherst’s institutional repository at 
<http://scholarworks.umass.edu>. ScholarWorks@UMass Amherst is a not-for-profit 
digital repository for scholarly work created by faculty and staff at the University of 
Massachusetts Amherst. It helps makes their research available to a wider audience and 
helps assure its long-term preservation. The record of each article deposited includes the 
complete citation for the published version, along with a URL for the journal. The articles 
for which I am seeking permission are: 
 
Article: 
 
[authors names] , [date], [title], [journal name], [volume or number], [pages] 
[authors names] , [date], [title], [journal name], [volume or number], [pages] 
etc. 
 
If possible, I  prefer to archive the final pdf version as it appears in print. The final pdf 
version has an advantage over my own version, in that it maintains consistency in 
appearance of the article wherever it is read. This also maintains a closer association of 
the article with the Journal, through the header-title and journal house-style. 
 
I would be grateful if you could contact me to give your permission for including the 
articles listed above and to pass on any associated conditions. If it would be possible to 
use the published pdf version of the article for this purpose, then please confirm this. 
 
Thank you for your attention with this and I look forward to hearing from you. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
 
 
[your name] 
[job title, contact info] 
 
